
Seven Pines Virginia, June 2nd 1862

Dear Father, [Elisha Whipple]

We have had a hard fight and I am safe and take the very first opportunity to let you know 
it as you will probably hear of the battle long before this and will undoubtedly be anxious 
to hear from us.  I wrote a letter to Mary with a pencil and sent it one way and this goes 
another way so I think you will be sure of one of them.  Stevens, Anderson, Loure and 
myself are all safe.  Mr. Gore is wounded but not dangerously. Lieut. Fox is all right. Our 
Orderly, Smith, was struck by a ball that broke his leg above the knee.  The enemy drove 
us from our position and our wounded lay on the field till we drove them back.  The fight 
commenced Saturday noon and today (Monday) the enemy has retreated & we hold our 
old campground again.  They have taken everything we had.  Casey’s whole Division lost 
all their tents, knapsacks, blankets, & provisions.  We were not supported as we should 
have been and we had to retreat and fight as we went.  We fell back to our rifle pits and 
there stopped them.

It is a wonder that any of the 92nd are left, as we were led up within 20 rods of the enemy 
(they being in the woods and we in the clearing) and they poured in a perfect storm of 
bullets upon us.  But we stood till we were ordered to retreat and then left.  Our new Col. 
L.C. Hunt was wounded, Our Regt out of 243 men that entered battle has lost in killed 
and wounded 74 men as far as we know.  Our artillery opened on the Rebels first with 
shells, then with grape and canister, turning it in by its peck to time and from the 
closeness of the enemy they mowed them down in windrows, actually piling up the dead 
in heaps.  Our loss is great, but theirs must be greater.  Our division (Casey’s) is badly cut 
up and we are ordered back over the Chickahoming.  Casey’s & Couches Divisions did 
the fighting till the reinforcements came up.  All is quiet now.  I will write particulars 
soon, when I get paper & envelopes.  Please write immediately enclosing a sheet of paper 
& envelope. 
My Love to All,
John
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